Comparison of optimal scalar electrocardiographic, orthogonal electrocardiographic and vectorcardiographic criteria for diagnosing inferior and anterior myocardial infarction.
A scalar electrocardiogram (ECG), orthogonal ECG and vectorcardiogram (VCG) were recorded in 46 normal persons, 38 patients with inferior myocardial infarction (MI) and 22 patients with anterior MI proved at cardiac catheterization. The diagnostic information provided by the scalar ECG, orthogonal ECG and VCG was quantitatively analyzed and the optimal criteria for diagnosing inferior and anterior MI exhibited by each method were identified. The optimal scalar electrocardiographic, orthogonal electrocardiographic and vectorcardiographic criteria, respectively, are: For inferior MI: initial superior duration in lead aVF greater than 30 ms (sensitivity 63%, specificity 100%), superior/inferior amplitude ratio in lead Y greater than or equal to 0.2 (sensitivity 63%, specificity 96%), initial superior duration greater than 29 ms or initial superior distance greater than 0.4 mV in the frontal plane loop (sensitivity 68%, specificity 100%). For anterior MI: initial anterior duration in lead V2 less than 20 ms or initial anterior duration in lead V3 less than 25 ms (sensitivity 91%, specificity 100%), anterior/posterior duration ratio in lead Z less than 0.3 (sensitivity 73%, specificity 98%), initial anterior duration less than 15 ms in the transverse plane loop (sensitivity 64%, specificity 98%). There were no significant differences among the performances of the optimal scalar ECG, orthogonal ECG and the VCG for diagnosing inferior MI. However, the performance of the optimal scalar ECG was superior to that of the optimal orthogonal ECG and the optimal VCG for diagnosing anterior MI (chi-square = 5.20, p less than 0.02 and chi-square = 7.14, p greater than 0.01, respectively).